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Ten officers and enlisted men from the U.S. Air Force's Military Air
lift Command at McChord Air Force Base were recently graduated in
Tacoma, Washington, from SIU—whose campus is half a continent
away.
SIU President Warren W. Brandt was there to present diplomas, a
ceremonial highlight for a unique educational effort started by the Uni
versity last year at McChord and other military bases across the U.S.
"The occupational education program for the military is unique in
that it is a comprehensive course of study which offers credit for military
service and vocational experience, and leads to a baccalaureate degree,"
James A. Sullivan, chairman of vocational education studies, said. With
the degree, they are qualified to become vocational teachers in com
munity colleges, technical schools, industry, or elsewhere.
By the end of the spring semester, SIU expects to have graduated 50
persons from the special program. The students are active military per
sonnel at duty stations ranging from coast to coast, and from Chicago
to South Carolina. There are 55 now enrolled and it is estimated that
there could be as many as 800 students by August.
Participating bases now include Travis, Norton and March Air Force
Bases in California; Altus AFB in Oklahoma; McGuire AFB in New
Jersey; Scott AFB in Illinois; Great Lakes Naval Training Center near
Chicago; Charleston AFB in South Carolina and McChord.
SIU maintains a regular fulltime faculty member at each of the bases.
The individual serves multiple roles—as a program coordinator at a
specific base, as an administrator and as an educator.
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Faner Hall, home of SIU's humanities and social sciences, was
dedicated recently, at ceremonies presided over by President
Warren W. Brandt. The 900foot long building was named after
the late Robert D. Faner, 1964's recipient of the Great Teacher
Award. See page 2.

SIU will achieve another milestone on
June 8 when 24 doctors emerge from the School of
Medicine. For information on the 36consecutivemonth
program, its students, goals and concepts, see the story
beginning on page 4.
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"Lost Alumni," graduates and exstudents who have forgotten
to keep us informed of their whereabouts, are a continual problem
for the record staff of the Alumni Office. The listing on pages 10
11 contains names of alumni who are "missing," with your help,
we hope to track them down.

Also in this issue: News of the Campus, page 7/SIU Alumni Book Club, page 9/The Alumni
Association, page 12/Deadline Sports, page 13/Alumni, here, there . . . page 15/Class Ring Ad,
page. 20.

The Dedication of Faner Hall
"Spirit Divine who dwellest in all our lives, we are
gathered here to dedicate this building to the uses of a
great University. We are grateful for the dedication and
devotion of the singularly outstanding scholar and noble
personality of the late Robert Faner whose name this
building bears. And we are grateful for the privilege of
living in a country which not merely permits but en
courages the free and untrammeled pursuit of truth, the
only ultimate justification for the existence of a univer
sity. We are grateful too for the citizens of this great
State who make such buildings possible. And we ask thy
blessing not merely upon these dedicatory exercises but
on this entire institution, on our State, on our nation,
and on all mankind in our search for truth and peace."
With the invocation by Professor Paul A. Schilpp, the
dedication ceremonies for the humanities and social
science building began.
Faner Flail was dedicated at 2 P.M . on Wednesday,
April 9, with President Warren W. Brandt presiding.
Brandt called the building a fitting monument to the
goals of the University. "We will look forward to the
contribution it will make to generations of young people
who will be introduced to the breadth of the liberal arts
in these halls," Brandt said.
Then came the placement of the time capsule and
nameplate. As Lon Shelby, liberal arts dean, spoke of
the multitude of occupants a building the size of Faner
could house, Jerry Gaston, associate dean of the college
of liberal arts, unveiled the lead time capsule and placed
it in the ground where it will remain for 100 years. Cur
rent items from the University and community, items
about the dedication, about Faner Hall and about Pro
fessor Faner had been placed in the water proof, lead
box prior to the ceremony. These items, according to
Shelby, include newspaper clippings, press releases, a
copy of the program for the dedication, an aerial shot
of Faner Hall, a picture of the construction scene, a
copy of Professor Faner's Master's Thesis of 1928, and
his unfinished publications.
The nameplate, 133 pounds of solid brass, which reads
"Faner Hall, 1971," was then placed into position. It
was said that the plaque was indeed appropriate in its
beauty, elegance and simplicity, "For Dr. Faner was a
beautiful man, elegant in his manner, yet fundamentally
simple," Shelby explained.
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Dedication ceremonies for a building named after the
late Robert Dunn Faner, who taught English at South
ern Illinois University for 37 years and received the
Alumni Great Teacher Award in 1964 by vote of his
former students, would have been lacking if Faner, the
man, had not been introduced to those in attendance.
Charles D. Tenney, professor emeritus and close friend
of Faner, did the honors. "I suppose that when most of
the friends and admirers of Robert Faner have, like him,
passed from the scene, he will be remembered largely
in terms of the official record. Impressive as this is, it
does not recognize him properly.
"While recognizing his accomplishments, his scholar
ship and his dignities, most of us who knew Bob Faner
do not see him in this way; indeed, no two of us see him
the same way. Different facets of his personality ap
peared to his family, his students, his colleagues and his
friends.
"For example, some of us remember Robert Faner as
a teacher with an extraordinary power to communicate
with his students. He had most of the virtues of a good
teacher—a thorough mastery of his subject, simplicity in
organization of his materials, the power to express him
self effectively and directly, the ability to guide a dis
cussion through many complications and yet come to
the point, the ability to use each hour of classroom time
wisely. But what his students remember most is the
warmth, the enthusiasm of his teaching. He made most
subjects exciting simply by the deep human sympathy
of his approach. He did not kill the subject by over
formality or by enumerating every fact. Instead, he made
his students feel the importance, the glow, that infused
the whole topic he was presenting.
"Some of us remember Robert Faner's interest in the
arts—virtually all the arts. Perhaps his greatest love was
music: he regretted that his voice was not more power
ful and resonant, but took voice lessons anyway. He
bought literally hundreds of recordings and played them
repeatedly in spare moments. He was also an avid opera
goer and theatergoer. He was at least mildly interested
in painting, drawing, ceramics, scuplture—and acquired
a number of good pieces over the years. Of course, litera
ture (particularly poetry, and more particularly Ameri
can poetry) was the art that most concerned him: it
was both a professional interest as the basis of his teach
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The echo of the words settled. The speakers dismounted
the platform. The cement dried under the nameplate.
The magnitudinous building had been consecrated.

ing, and a personal interest as the bais of his reading.
"His interest in the arts spilled over not only into the
classroom but also into the outside world. He gave nu
merous talks to student groups, to women's clubs, at
professional meetings on poetry or music.
"I think he would have liked to be a poet, a com
poser, a great singer himself, but felt that he lacked the
creative ability to operate at that level. And so he put
all of his energy into communicating his own enthusiasm
for the arts.
"I have saved for the last his outstanding accomplish
ment as a department chairman: the ability to improve
his department. He was one of the best recruiters of
talent I know of. He usually insisted on long personal
meetings with interviewees, sometimes on the campus but
perhaps more often at professional meetings. He was so
demanding of excellence and so persuasive that he
brought to the campus a large number of fine teachers,
scholars, and writers—including an outstanding novelist
and an outstanding poet. Since his death, many of these
young people have come into their own; his faith in them
was thoroughly justified, and the department will bene
fit from his choices for years to come.
"Some of us remember Robert Faner as a confirmed
bachelor. A goodlooking man, he dressed well, kept
himself trim, and attracted everyone he met. One of the
trials of his life was that so many women pursued him,
with a persistence that was really astounding; but he
developed graceful techniques of evasion that kept him
a bachelor to the very end. He claimed that it was his
independence of spirit that kept him from marrying:
that he would have made any wife unhappy.
"Nevertheless, he was highly sociable and was always
filling in at parties. Although he was a poor poker
player, he sometimes joined other players more to enjoy
their company than to win any pennies or nickels.
"But, you may say, what does all this have to do with
the dedication of this huge humanities building on the
Carbondale campus of Southern Illinois University? My
whole point is that Bob Faner's character was the essence
of humanity and that naming the building after him
will be a perpetual reminder of its nature and function.
What other value does it have than to reward its stu
dents with feeling and wonder, to encourage its faculty
members in the discovery and transmittal of knowledge,
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to keep the bureaucracy on its toes, and never to let any
one reject the human norm? As long as we remember
to link the Faner name with the Faner building, the
building will serve its purpose well."
Ivan A. Elliott, board of trustee chairman, linked the
greatness of the day, the building and the man to the
greatness of the University. Admitting that SIU had
seen problems brought about by decreasing enrollment,
Elliot reported that we weren't about to hire any "big
public relations firm." as many people have suggested,
because we already have one—alumni, students, faculty
and staff. According to Eliot, you are the ambassadors,
your comments about the University will carry more
worth than those of a nonrelated firm.
The echo of the words settled. The speaker dismounted
the platform. The cement dried under the nameplate.
The magnitudinous building had been consecrated. A
huge building, its vital statistics are 914 feet long, 112
feet wide and 225,000 gross square feet in total area.
Faner is a building system consisting of three buildings
or sections which adjoin one another. The original plan
called for nine departments to be housed in Sections A
and B. When Old Main burned in 1969, however, Sec
tion C was added as a replacement. Today, 23 units are
housed in the three sections. It can accommodate ap
proximately 750 permanent faculty and staff members.
Its 39 classrooms, with a capacity of 40 to 80, could
seat as many as 2,200 at one time.
Constructed primarily of cement, Faner Hall is the
culmination of slightly over 28.000 cubic yards of rein
forced concrete. Varied opinions have circulated about
its appearance.
In its defense, Rino Bianchi, director of facilities plan
ning, is quick to point out that though it is true that the
unfinished concrete contrasts with the traditional brick
facing of some other SIU buildings, had all the buildings
been designed along the same lines, "it would be a very
dull campus." Quoting noted architect Frank Lloyd
Wright, Bianchi said good architecture involves "honest
materials used honestly."
"The concrete has been used honestly. We didn't paint
it or put up a brick veneer. Concrete is an honest ma
terial, it's fireproof and presents economies in main
tenance."
It's one of a kind. Faner, quite simply, is Faner.
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Doctor of Medicine Degrees
Await First Class
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Unique, exciting, flexible, innova
tive, revolutionary—these are only
some of the adjectives used to de
scribe the Southern Illinois Univer
sity School of Medicine. All of them
are appropriate, yet none in
dividually do it justice.
Dr. Richard H. Moy, dean of the
School of Medicine, said, "As a
school of medicine brought into being
to implement a fresh approach to
education, we've had an adventure
some experience! The fundamentals
of cooperative relationships with the
regional medical community and its
resources, and selection of students
may not seem exciting. But when
you're approaching these realities in
a new way there must be a good deal
of faith behind each step. And, with
the commitment of many people to
the challenge of doing things dif
ferently here we are. There's still
much to do, but we are a school of
medicine."
The SIU School of Medicine ma
terialized in June, 1973, when 24
advanced standing students from
twoyear, non degree issuing, medi
cal schools began training in Spring
field and 48 students formed the
firstyear class on the Carbondale
campus. It will have indeed reached
a milestone when, on June 8, its first
graduating class walks through the
doorway of the Capitol Building in
Springfield to the Rotunda where
they will receive diplomas bearing
the title, Doctor of Medicine.
The purpose of the community
oriented School of Medicine is to
assist the residents of central and

southern Illinois to meet their health
needs. Practicing physicians, many of
whom are nonsalaried, are con
tributing time and effort to the edu
cation of aspiring doctors in their
offices and clinics and in rooms and
hallways of hospitals in the two
locales. In turn, continuing education
programs for area doctors are being
developed, as well as programs for
training in the allied health pro
fessions in consortium with area
educational institutions. This fall,
graduates will be serving out their
residencies in communities large and
small—eight in Family Practice.
Though the SIU School of Medi
cine is, like all other medical schools,
dedicated to producing a graduate
who is welltrained in dealing with
life in its many forms, that is where
the similarity with many conven
tional medical schools stops. This
dualcampus institution strives for
much more.
"The dualcampus organization
allows the school to make full use
of existing University resources and
the longestablished and excellent
clinical facilities in Springfield at
Memorial and St. Johns Hospitals,"
Assistant Dean Deane Doolen said.
"The legislative branch," Barbara
Colvin, an advisor in the office of
medical student affairs, added, "felt
it would be economical to start the
students out where there was an
established basic science department
and then move the students to a large
established hospital complex such as
the one in Springfield." Besides
being economical, the arrangement

strengthens the school's commitment
of academic support to practicing
physicians throughout central and
southern Illinois.
SIU's School of Medicine, unlike
many other schools, interviews ap
plicants. Considering that approxi
mately 1,200 applications are re
ceived each year, this policy creates
a large work load for the staff. The
quality of students desired for this
36consecutivemonth program, how
ever, makes interviewing mandatory
and worthy of the time spent. "The
curriculum in medical school is dif
ficult, so grades are important but
we don't put total emphasis on aca
demic qualifications. Since we are
interested in turning out primary
care physicians, we look at other
aspects as well, such as involvement
in people oriented activities. We
also, due to the goals of our school,
look for applicants who are interested
in practicing in central and southern
Illinois," Mrs. Colvin emphasized.
First year students master those
sciences basic to medicine, e.g.,
physiology, biochemistry and micro
biology. To enhance the learning
experience, the curriculum is organ
ized around organ systems rather
than traditional disciplines and in
cludes considerable clinical medicine.
The intent is that the learning ex
perience itself demonstrates to the
students the interrelationship of his
studies with clinical medicine. In ad
dition to the basic sciences, students
also delve into medical sociology,
health care systems, and the history
and philosophy of medicine. Since
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"The curriculum is innovative. It's based on individual selfstudy, setting clear performance goals for each learning experience
and giving students freedom in deciding how they will learn."

one of the goals of medical education
is that the result will be a selfstart
ing learner throughout his profes
sional life, the curriculum is designed
to foster this.
"The curriculum is innovative be
cause it utilizes educational prin
ciples which unfortunately aren't
generally used in education. It's
based on individual selfstudy, setting
clear performance goals for each
le .rning experience and giving stu
dents freedom in deciding how they
will learn the material." According
to Mrs. Colvin, "Slides, videotapes,
books and lectures are only some of
the many options open to them."
In an effort to produce not only
welltrained physicians but also doc
tors who are genuinely interested in
their patients as individuals, the
medical school includes the study of
social sciences and recognizes the
importance of having students work
ing in the community rather than in
teaching hospitals, such as the ones
many traditional medical schools
build. "Students are studying prac
tices of medicines in connection with
other practices such as law and
sociology," Doolen said. "We feel
this gives them a more complete
education."
Mike Nenaber, one of the 24 stu
dents who will graduate in June,
said, "We have some good programs,
I especially like the idea of learning
in a community hospital because
that's where we will be practicing
when we graduate."
"It's not a regal concept of prac
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ticing medicine," Bruce Peterson, a
third year student who is going into
Family Practice residency upon grad
uation, explained, "in a community
hospital you see common things
commonly, rather than ivory tower
medicine. We're not exposed to a lot
of rarities but instead we see patients
the types of medical problems we
will be handling frequently as
physicians."
According to Peterson, SIU's
medical students have a big voice in
school policies. "We have the op
portunity for more input than stu
dents in many other schools of medi
cine have."
"I've talked with students from
other medical schools and have
found that many of the changes they
want, we already have here." Steve
Goetter, a second year student con
tinued, "There's an advantage of not
having to wade through years and
years of red tape and tradition to
get something changed."
A graduate of SIU's premedical
program, Regina Kovach explained,
"Though I was also accepted at a
more traditional medical school, I
entered SIU's School of Medicine
because the faculty was so interested.
They showed personal involvement
in choosing students. I knew from
the first time I talked with them,
that they were going to make the
program work." The second year
medical student also admitted that
her adventurous nature had an effect
on her decision to enter the new
medical school.

The students emphasized the "no
competition" aspect. "We're not
ranked, so you don't have to keep
trying to out do someone else," Ko
vach explained.
"We don't give students grades
per se; they receive S's or U's
(satisfactory or unsatisfactory) as
they progress through the curricu
lum. A student receiving a U has to
repeat the work," Mrs. Colvin said.
"We feel a commitment to the
students we accept, to help them in
any way we can—on a one to one
basis if necessary," Doolen said.
"Due to the small classes," accord
ing to Nenaber, "the students get
more individual attention; there's a
strong relationship with the faculty."
"I've found the community physi
cians helpful," Goetter said, "I've
never been refused an answer to a
question or discussion of a problem."
There's a commitment of faculty
to students, students and the school
in general to the people of southern
and central Illinois. Perhaps the best
spokesman for the faculty regarding
their deep personal feelings for the
graduating class, specifically, is Dean
Moy, "Except for the obvious state
ments about having great pride in
their contributions and accomplish
ments, when asked what I think
about this first graduating class I
must say my personal feelings about
these very special people—and my
own investment in the last five years
—are so deep and involved that I
simply haven't words to express my
emotions."

Archives Presented
A SIU teacher and producer of
opera from 1960 to '73, who was the
toast of opera audiences on three
continents during the thirties and
forties, has given her archives to the
Morris Library.
Including programs and her an
notated scores of operas in which she
starred, her collection contains scrap
books, some 5,000 letters, albums,
contracts for performances and fi

News
of the
Campus

nancial papers, her diaries and
those of her husband, and other
memorabilia.
According to Miss Lawrence's hus
band, Dr. Thomas King, the archives
"probably are the most extensive and
complete of any opera singer, or
possibly of any artist. For 30 years
we would send things home to be
stored in the basement."
Kenneth W. Duckett, Morris
Library archivist, says an interesting
part of the collection is modern tapes
of her recordings of Wagnerian arias.
The Lawrence archives document
her debut as a Wagnerian dramatic
soprano with the Paris Opera Com
pany and performances with other
European opera companies, her
triumph on the stage of the New
York Metropolitan, her return to
concert and operatic roles after a
1941 attack of polio, her wartime
concert tours of military installations

in the South Pacific and Western
Europe, and the publication of her
autobiography, "Interrupted Mel
ody" and its production by MGM as
an Academy Awardwinning motion
picture.

TattleTape's Telling
Trying to get out of Morris Li
brary with a book these days can
prove to be more than you bargained
for—if you've forgotten to check the
book out, that is. If you enjoy that
kind of excitement, have a strong
heart and decide to try out the
"rippoff detector," as students call it,
here's what's in store. An alarm goes
off, a gate locks shut, and there you
are—with some explaining to do.
SIU's library, the largest open
shelf library in the U.S. that is under
one roof, has installed a 3M Com
pany "TattleTape" system. It re
sembles the metal detectors at air
port boarding areas. Instead of
reacting to metal objects, however,
the electronic system is geared at
books that are specially treated with
a sensitive, invisible agent.
If the books are properly checked
out, they go through a quick de
sensitizing process at the circulation
desk.
Walkthrough terminals are in
operation at each of the library's
exits. The system cost $53,000 to in
stall—including some book process
ing which is about what Dean Ralph
McCoy figures the 1,800,000volume
library has been losing in book thefts
each year.
Sidney E. Matthew, assistant di
rector of the library, said that attend
ants are on duty at each of the exits.
If the alarm goes off, the person is
asked to check out the book.

Committee Searches
SIU should have a new vice
president for academic affairs by

July 1, according to Willis E. Ma
lone, special assistant to President
Warren W. Brandt and chairman of
the vicepresidential search commit
tee.
According to Malone, the commit
tee has received some 120 applica
tions for the position. Twelve are
from the Carbondale campus.
Screening of the candidates is
underway.

Funds Earmarked
Student awards, loans and scholar
ships are at the top of the charts,
with more than twothirds of the
cash gifts received for Southern Illi
nois University's new "Living En
dowment Fund" being earmarked for
these areas.
J. C. Garavalia, Living Endow
ment director, told the SIU Founda
tion Board in midApril that cash
gifts for the first nine months of the
fund year totaled $236,748 from
1,438 donors. Of that sum, $154,236
has been designated by donors for
student aids.
Another $70,840 in cash plus gifts
"in kind" (equipment, books and
other tangible items) were presented
for use by specific University depart
ments, Garavalia said. Both cash and
"in kind" gifts are also to be used for
the benefit of students, he em
phasized.
The remaining $11,671 will be
used for lectures, conferences and
general Foundation projects and pro
grams.
Corporate gifts during the period
totaled $10,700, gifts from founda
tions $5,055, and deferred giving
(monies left by estates) $133,304.
Joseph N. Goodman, Foundation
executive director, reported to the
Board that 21 new funds for scholar
ships, awards, loans and research,
with a total initial deposit of $26,539,
have been set up by the Foundation.
Other gift money for these purposes
went to already established funds.
7

The Next Best Thing . .
Aviation programs of the SIU
School of Technical Careers have
received a jet simulator and a tur
bine engine valued at more than
$1,800,000 from Delta Airlines and
United Aircraft of Canada.
The simulator of a Convair 880—
a fourengine jet transport similar to
the Boeing 707, donated by Delta
Airlines, brings the school a big step
toward establishing a flight engineer's
school, according to E. A. DaRosa,
chairman of the combined aviation
avionics program.
"Today the major airlines start
their flightcrew members as flight
engineers, then copilots and ulti
mately captains," said DaRosa.
"With the simulator we can give the
student a onesemester course to
qualify as a flight engineer after pre
liminary training. It used to take two
years."
About the small jet engine, Da
Rosa said, "It provides a big step in
modernizing our facilities to train
technicians in the care and main
tenance of these engines. We have
several engines used by large airlines,
but we must build up a battery of
the smaller ones to replace our older
models of the type primarily used in
general aviation."
The SIU School of Technical Ca
reers is the largest of the nation's
seven aviation technology schools,
and the only one now equipped to
train flight engineers.
Simulator training, along with
other programs already offered, will
fully prepare a student for a pro
fessional pilot's career and FAA
licensing as a flight engineer, Da
Rosa said.
The simulator used analog com
puters to simulate every mechanical
system on the Convair 880. Instruc
tors can feed any problem or situa
tion into the computer, enabling
students to identify critical stages and
apply corrective measures.
"It's as close as you can get to a
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When Interstate Rt. 57 was opened at Marion in 1962, Southern Illinois Univer
sity administrative staffer A. B. "Bud" Mifflin began a oneman campaign to get
an SIU sign erected for the Rt. 13 exit. Regulations said that facilities such as a
college campus had to be within five miles of an interstate highway to qualify for
recognition. Mifflin persisted. Thirteen years later—1975—Mifflin got his wish
when the sign went up. He's director of University Graphics at SIU. Among other
things, the office designs signs.
actual flight operation," said Da
Rosa. "We now have the capability
to take every student out of the class
room and into the cockpit to simu
late pressure decisions at 600 miles
an hour."

Program Offered
A concentrated twostate training
program for people in rehabilitation
work, funded by a $121,846 one
year grant from the federal Rehabili
tation Services Administration, is
being started by SIU.
Jerome R. Lorenz, of the SIU Re
habilitation Institute, said the inten
sive 16week sessions in Illinois and
Indiana are expected to draw 120
rehabilitation agency workers this
year. Over a period of three years
(additional grant money is antici
pated) they could earn master's
degrees.
Each 16week course will include
independent study, classroom work
and an individual project or paper.
The program will permit onthejob
rehabilitation personnel to earn de
grees in or near their own home
towns.
Classes will begin May 12 in

Evansville, May 26 in Centralia and
June 9 in Indianapolis.

Service Acknowledged
Service recognition awards were
presented to Wendell E. Keepper,
retired dean of the SIU School of
Agriculture, and to Glenn R. Camp
bell '68, Illinois district forester with
headquarters at Murphysboro, at the
SIU annual AllAgriculture banquet.
The Agricultural Student Advisory
Council's Outstanding Service to
Agriculture award went to Keepper
for his contributions to agriculture
through education and service, both
at the University and internationally.
Keepper was also presented a certifi
cate of recognition from the Agricul
ture Resident Instruction Section of
the National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant Col
leges "in appreciation for valuable
leadership and distinguished service
in educating agricultural students."
Campbell was cited as Outstand
ing Agriculture Alumnus for his serv
ice on behalf of the state's forest re
source and his contributions to the
forestry programs and student
groups.

SIU Alumni Book Club
A 20% discount on the books listed here and all books published by the
Southern Illinois University Press is allowed to alumni members placing
orders through the Alumni Office. Nonmembers of the Alumni Association
may purchase these books through the Association at regular price.

Land Between the Rivers

Regular $8.95

(cloth)

Member $7.16

By C. William Horrell, Henry
Dan Piper, John Voigt
In black and white, as well as color
photographs, and in text, this book
portrays Southern Illinois' physical
features, its history, its people, life
and customs. This is the second
printing of a popular book.
Regular $18.95
Member $15.16

(cloth)

cles pertaining to the historic stra
tegic role this region played during
the Civil War.
Regular $6.00
Member $4.80

(cloth)
University Graphics

Legends and Lore of Southern
Illinois

SIU Press

By John W. Allen

The Illinois Fact Book and
Historical Almanac, 1673-1968
By John Clayton
This book, thoroughly indexed, is the
first publication to bring statistical
facts, general information and his
tory together in one book, concisely
and authoritatively.
Regular $3.25
Member $2.60
Regular $12.50
Member $10.00

(paper)

SIU Press
(cloth)

Folk Songs and Singing Games
of the Illinois Ozarks

SIU Press

By David Mcintosh

It Happened in Southern Illinois

The heritage of a special section of
the country has been preserved in
this rollicking collection of songs,
dances, games and rhymes—many
with words and music, together with
commentary on them—from the
legendary Illinois Ozarks.

By John W. Allen

Against the cultural and historical
backdrop of Southern Illinois, Allen
has written sketches of the people of
the region—of their folkways and
beliefs, their endeavors, successes,
failures and tragedies, and of the
land to which they came.
Regular $6.00
Member $4.80

(cloth)
University Graphics

A Nickel's Worth of Skim Milk
By Robert Hastings

Included in this book are sketches of
the early pioneering days, when
wolves were literally chased from the
door, stories about the many Indian
artifacts discovered among the rolling
hills and valleys of the area and arti

Life was not easy for the family of a
miner in a small Southern Illinois
town during the Depression. Laugh
ter and tears are mingled in this book
of reminiscences.
Regular $4.95
Member $3.95

(cloth)
University Graphics

I would like to order the following books through the Alumni Association at a 20% savings.

I have included $
$

$
$

for the cost of the book(s) to members
5% sales tax for Illinois residents
.50 postage and handling
SIU Alumni Office
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, Illinois 62901

total cost

Here is my check for $
Name.

Grad Year

Street Address.
City
Make checks payable to SIU Alumni Association

State.

Zip

Allow two weeks for delivery
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Do You Know Any of These Alumni?
Can you help us "find"
these "lost" alumni? We
have no current addresses
and little or no information
on them.
If you know any of them,
please take just a minute to
drop us a note with some in
formation about them, hope
fully an address if you have
it. They are listed by their
graduation or ex year. We
truly appreciate your help in
locating these alumni. Please
address information to:
Alumni Records Supervisor
Alumni Office
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, 111. 62901

1973
Theresa L. Blevens
Cora Gayle Brown
Stephen M. Brush
Jeffrey A. Burns
Frank TaoSen Chen
Robert James Chesrow
Michael Chur Cheung
Ronald C. Coffman
John William Collier, Jr.
Touraj Davanipour
Carol Jean Eberwine Williams
Barbara Kay French
Edward Joyce Gilliland
Peter Luis Gutierrez
Paul Dee Houchins
Callie M. Humble
Janet Lee Johnson
David John Kings
Gregory D. Kniss
Richard E. Lake, III
David W. Legow
Penelope Ann Mickiewicz
John Henry Miller
Elias Nabih Naser
Anita Renee Nobles
Theresa Louise Parker
Paul R. Rasmussen
Paula Grace Richardson
Bryce David Robbley
Bryce C. Rucker
Nedra Camille Shelton
Michael Willis Singletary
Michael Louis Slabik
Mark Stenftenagel
Elliott J. Tompkin
Nels A. Yambert
Karen Jay Zelinsky
1972
Clifford Kevin Andrews
James Bradley Auble, Jr.
David Bachrach
Doreen G. Bahr
James C. Banzhaf
Frank G. Beardsley
Dennis A. Bieze
Ronald Lee Bookhout
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Paul Jacob Brickman
Brenda Louise Brown
Thomas Joseph Buskavitz
Robert Wayne Butts
Russell George Carey
Gary Dean Carlson
Kyu Young Chai
John Edward Chaudoin
Diane Marie Christian
Mark Ervin Clingan
Iris Lynn Cohen
Timothy John Daley
Stanley P. A. Darr, Jr.
Joseph Matthew Davis
Otto Michael Bernard Dieter
Calvin Dotson
Ethel A. Dowdell
Kenneth R. Durham
Robin Douglas Fegel
Jeffrey L. Fiedler
James Anthony Fischer
Thomas Richard Francis
Quentin Gillard
Larry Lee Gradert
Tim A. Groves, Sr.
Pamela B. Halperin
Jack A. Hamilton
Candis M. Healey
John T. Houghton
Phylis June Hutchinson
Albert L. James
Michael W. Jenkins
Charles S. Jones
Saundra L. Jones
Henry Jeffrey Jordan
Philip M. Josenhans
Robert James Kimber
Robert Edward Kment
Suzan Elizabeth Krai
Raymond G. Lambotte
Richard H. Laskov
Henry Yu Ching Lim
Richard Arthur Lytle
William Patrick McCauley
Jane Martha McCormick
John Paul McGrath
Anita L. McGruder
Billie Jo Massey
Gary L. Matney
Kathy S. Matney
Sandra Kay Meyer
Stephen John Meyer
Steven Edward Miedziak
Alan L. Mitchell
Maria YukLin Mo
Cheryl Elaine Morris
Gary Michael Newman
Lee M. Olvera
Kathleen Oswald
Andrew John Papiz
Teresa Jayne Parrish
Jerry Linn Peart
Christopher A. Pesavento
Jolene R. Porter
Elizabeth Ann Pula
Stewart Mark Reeley
Ann Eader Riley
Nino Anthony Rinella
Phillip T. Roscoe
Richard Michael Sanders
Leslie Irwin Sharpe
Ricky Neal Silver
Cheryl Elaine Stoner
Barbara Mussulman Taft
Kenneth Wayne Taylor
Alicia Lynn Tolbert
Loren David Vantreese

Betty Jane Wachtel
Jo Lynne Wohlwend
Patrick Gene Wohlwend
Kenneth E. Wood
Grace YiWen Yao
1971
Charles Thomas Alcorn
Solomon David Aqua
John C. Bannister, Jr.
Jill Ellen Bellsmith
Raymond S. Birdwell
Marilyn Birnbaum
Joy Ann Lockridge Bobo
Richard Smith Boyer, Jr.
Edward Pearson Bradley
Robert H. Brown
Ernest L. Burnside
Maria E. Carlin
Richard S. Casey
Kenneth N. Cissna
Susan Karen Clawson
Sandra Rae Connett
Kathleen Ann Connors Carey
Thomas LeRoy Cox
Dudley Warren Davis, Jr.
James Robert Davis
James Bryant Deacy, Jr.
Shirley Elaine Kiselewski
Earnhart
Cynthia Ann Depke Ehrlich
Stanton Lowell Ehrlich, Jr.
Fred J. Eichler
John David Elms
James M. Fargher
A. Richard Farritor
Jane A. Fitzpatrick Schulz
A. John Fletcher
Ng Pin Fong
Betty Jo Frangoulis
Lynn Cheryl Glaves Green
Larry Lee Gradert
Stanley Owen Harris
Larry R. Heflin
Marilynn J. Heiting
Margaret Ann Henry
Maryann Hensel
Phyllis Ann Hilton
Barbara Ann Jackson
Christopher David Jensen
Terry Sue Johns
Debra Duitsman Johnson
Susanne Marie Kaluzny
Walter Anthony Kay, Jr.
Steven J. Kessler
Sheryl L. Klein
Donna Lynn Klotz .
Dennis Dean Ko'lross
Robert Edward Kunzer
Armond Joseph LaMontagne
Linda Lavander
Jack Warren Lebovitz
Steven Neal Levine
Michael I. Levy
Florente LopezRodrigues
Gail Annette Lucas
John W. McCaffrey
George R. McCreery
Ronnie Dean McCuan
Barbara McDonald
Kristina Kav McMahon
Tran Dinh Mau
Winston V. Mezo
Franklin Delano Moen
Manourhehr Moslemi
Dong Huan Park

Said Partow
Charles Lee Pierson
Arastou Pouya
George Robert Rauback
Donald Gene Rhodes
Candace N. Roscoe
Raymond Ralph Rozny
Leland Greg Sapp
Hassan Sarai(e)
Cynthia Elizabeth Smith
Searcy
MayFah Shei Chew
Mehdi Sheikhian
Harold L. Siemens
William Gerald Smith
Mark Alan Southwick
George E. Spencer
Dan Alden Steele
Lynn Suzanne Beare Steele
Patricia Ann Sullivan
Susanne Faye Summer
William David Terry
Joseph Foster Thomas
Joyce Lynne Thomas
James David Van Hyfte
Marilynn Nancy Vessel
Howard Taylor Whitehurst, II
Candyce Joy Whitney
David A. Wilson
William Alexander Wilton
Darlene Faye Wooley
Dennis C. Wrestler
Dexter Lindsey Wright
Steven Allan Yakes
Helen L. Yearby Ellison
Nasrin Zarafshan
William Joseph Zelko, Jr.
1967
Pamela Jo Allen
Diane Jean Ambrose
Donna Rae Andrise
Ignacio Armillas
Stephen Carl Baer
Richard Eugene Barrett, Jr.
Larry A. Baylor
David Fredric Bieber
Arthur T. Blake
Susan Blake
James Riley Bonwell
Roy Nay Bowman, II
James Allen Brahlek
Francisco Castillo
Francisco Javier Cerda
Amengual
Jenny JuiChih Chen
Lewis Nelson Collins
Dorothy Leah Cook
Patrick Joseph Cronin
Kathleen Czernik
James Clifford Dabney
Charles Wilfred Dale
Briars Davis, Jr.
Lucy Mae Dinkel
Milan J. Dluhy
Janet Dubin
David Lee Elias
Eleanor Jean Estell
Robert Jay Faber
Georgann P. Fargher
Sergio A. Femenias
von Willigmann
Richard Dee Foster
Sharon Ruth Friedman
Larry Lee Fulk
Annette Louise Funkhouser

Kathleen Marie Ganey
Terrance Gale Gemmell
Paul Stephen Gilliatt
Judy Ann Goldsmith
Nathaniel B. Grant
Steven Gilbert Gustafson
David Marshall Hall
Carole Jean Ham
Mohd Razaul Haque
Alan G. Hardesty
Charles Robert Harris
Georgia Harrison
Dieter R. Haussler
Donald Eugene Hawn, II
David Lawrence Healy
Ronald G. Hearn
Melvin Eugene Hicks
Sharon Dorothea Hill
Hoby E. Hipwell
Ralph McDowell Hitchens
Steven Gerald Holtz
ZongDar Ho.u
Iva Jo Houston
Ronald John Hrebnar
Farzana HumayunMahmood
Arif Husain
C. D. Jahn
Thomas Amedee Janssens
Sam M. Jones
Suzanne Jones
Sandra Marymarie Kalous
Prasert Kanchanavasita
Michael V. Katsigiannis
Richard William Kehlenbach,

Jr.

Stephen Vincent Kelly
Walter James Kemper
Nostratollah Khalaj
Chanphone Khoxayo
Phone Khoxayo
William Albert Kindt
Allan Lee Kirshner
Julia Marie Klein
Lois A. Krisfaluzy
Mary Alice Kroencke
Susan E. Lampert
Scott A. Levin
Tena Washington Lockett
Louis Gene Lutz, Jr.
Michael L. Lynch
William Lester McCarthy
James Patrick McDermott
Mary Kathleen McEvilly
Robert James Marek
Michael Martin
Tom McGetrick
Agnes Marie Schleper Molloy
James LaRoy Moody
Glen A. Moore
George F. Moorleghen
Kenneth Neal Moreland
Karen Ann Murray
Gerald Lee Nelson
Mary Elizabeth Nixon
Juanita R. Olsen
Robert John Peterson
Wallace Peterson, Jr.
Michael Dexter Phipps
Bounlieng Phommasouvanh
Jerry Lyle Pinnow
Frederick William Proball
Steven David Radin
Vo Ngoc Rang
Lucile Marie Therese
Rasoaeninoro
Leslie E. Reardanz
Robert Stephen Riley
J. David Robinson
Donald William Rohe
Kenyon Brickler Roll
Camile Rumenes y Rodriguez

Edward Joseph Ruyack
Meta Elaine Sanders
Eugen Schoenfeld
S. Ilhan Sezgin
John Nicholas Sfondouris
Connie Shields
Eva I. Silber
Juanita Annette Bell Simpson
Thomas Glen Simpson
Saysana Songvilay
Allen Earl Sosdian
Jack Stahl
Phillip George Stamison
Laurence Carlton Staples
Leonard W. Stum
Charles Robert Traeger
Roy Alden Trickey
John L. Tucker, Jr.
Graham Hall Trubiville, Jr.
Celestine Lee Turner
Robert Charles Walden
Maudella L. Wallace
Sharon Ann Weihman
John Norman West
Reba Lynn Wilkerson
Robert Edward Williams
Martin Jude Wojtalewicz
Diann Sue Woodring

1966
Anthony Robert Ackerman
Darlene M. Alessi
Dianne Mardell Angelini
Donna Baker
Frances Elaine Barnfield
Annette Battle
Barbara Joan Beyers
John Stuart Bis
Thomas F. Budny
Darlene Adele Boester
Charles Clifford Donald Bugle
Joy Louise Cary Burton
Robert Franklin Campbell
Wesley Donald Cannon
Barbara J. Carlson
Sandra Diane Carlson
Frederick Del Cellitti
Andrew Chan (Kum Shing)
Joo Whan Choi
Alex Christy
Robert A. Clarke, Jr.
John Selden Cook
Sandra Sue Cook
Geraldine M. Cosek
Fred Cosentino
Janet R. Cox
Kevin James Cox
Phillip Crain
Linda Mae Cremeens
Gerald S. Cross
Edward John Danielczyk, Jr.
James Roy Davis
Robert Lewis Day
Jean Claude De Mesmaeker
Diana L. Diehl
Sheldon B. Dubin
Barbara Ann Rees Ehler
Olga D. Ghannoum
Jerry Lynn Goddard
Ronald Lee Guagenti
Robert Louis Haennicke
Richard Louis Halbman
Joe Thomas Hall
John Conrad ChienHua Han
Nancy Helms
Jerry Henderson, Jr.
Don Clayton Hicks
Jo Ann Evans Hill
Kendra Sue Holderfield
Robert Ernest Holley
Kathryn Hunt Akers

Edward Janssen Hugh
Javid Javaherian
Gary Ray Johnson
Bess Ritchey Keene
Darrel Howard Kendall
Robert C. King
Peter Arthur Lazzari
Sandra J. LeSourd
Raymond McDowell
Richard Lee McDowell
Sidney Ludwig McLain
Hashem Hassan Madi
I raj Mansouri
Patricia Elizabeth Massey
Carol Kobin Maynes
Alan Lewis Mikels
Elsie Jo Pittman Miller
Marie Gabriella Miller
Clyde Spencer Mutter, Jr.
Thomas M. Oakes
John David Ochs
Harry Arlan Oftedahl
Nwafor Nehemiah Onyeaka
Patrick Michael O'Rourke
Thomas Walter Orr
Paul W. Palmateer
Annie Moussion Parmenter
Daniel Michael Pennington
Alec David Pulley
Father John Ralph
Frank Joseph Rinella, Jr.
Dennis Michael Roza
Edward Glen Rubenstein
Donald Lewis Russell
Morteza Saber
Bahar Savas
Philip Harold Scheidenhelm
Ronald Schlosberg
Norman Lee Schroeder
Ronald Grant Selvey
Walter Stanley Sitter
Arnold Frank Siudut
Terry Steven Solomon
Dale Robert Solyon
Richard James Strattel
Marjorie J. Stevens
Dorothy Jean Stewart
Charles Stone
Ghulam Hussain Sumbal
Gordon David Taylor
Melvin Earl Tennison
Marion C. Thaggard
Elias Thermos
Delmar Dean Thom
Mary Rector Thorpe
Beverly Ann Toland
Loren Van Abbema
Donna Sue Weidner
Ronald James Whitney
Shung Luek Wong
Linda Kae Wood
Walid Mohammad Yousef
Alberta Ann Zink
Rosalee F. Zucker

1965
Victor Alvarez
David E. Andres
Leocadia Victoriona Aquino
Nancy Lee Augustine
James W. Baird
Paul H. Baker
Getachew Belayneh
John A. Berg
Charles C. Boudreau, Jr.
Eduardo A. Buarque
De Almeida
Peter Donald Cameron
Linda Frampton Clark
Bruce Barton C'eland
Lendell Lee Cocke

Mary H. Cook
William C. Cornell
Judith Beth Crackel
Mary Leta Crawshaw
Jerry Carson Cummings
Jerry Jay Dingeldein
Audrey Faye Dobbs
Nguyen Huy Du
PaulAlbert N. Emoungu
Thomas Frederick Ewing
Gordon E. Fahnestock
Patricia Farmer
Thomas George Fell
Jerry Garden
Joseph Gruber
Joan Maredith Haege
Jim J. Hamsher
Fred Downing Hancock, Jr.
John Robert Harrington
Dennis Roger Heitmann
Daniel Christopher Heldman
Edward Norman Houston
Robert Eugene Howell
ChienChao Hung
Cheryl Lynn Jeremiah
Robert Jilek
Mousa M. Jodeh
Stephen Gerald Johnston
Diane Marie Kcrtz
ShaoHuang King
Lucy Ann Klaus
Howard Maurice Kumlin, Jr.
Mary Elizabeth Larson
Gilbert Neil Lazier
Edward Eugene Lissak
Larry Kent Mclntyre
Virginia Banks McKimmy
Thomas A. McLaughlin, Jr.
Yen Tien Ma
Heinz Georg Macioszek
Roger Kent Mann
James F. Matheny
James K. Matheny
Rita Lynn Menzies
Marilyn Ruth Mertz
David Samuel Milsk
Beverly M. Morris
Stanley T. Nicpon
Janet Marie Nelson Nicpon
Sara Lucinda O'Neil
Larry Edward Parrent
Jerry L. Patton
Martin John Pflanz
Judith Benson Phillips
James Edward Ramey
Richard Evertt Robinson
Benjamin David Rosofsky
John Joseph Ruggero
Francis J. Sampey
Noel Stuart Schanen
Donald Ray Schmidt
David Bram Schneiderman
Barbara Ann Selby
Patricia Ann Siegert
Carolyn Simmons
Robert Edward Singler
Thomas H. Small
Dwight Alvin Smith
Wayne Lee Smith
Sharon C. Sneed
Nancy Stanhouse
Simon K. Stannish
Charles Howard Story
Deana K. Stuart
Donald E. Stnart
Rona Lynne Talcott
James W. Thomas
Ali Tooshi
Judd S. Thompson
Rita J. Trousdale
Robert Lee Wahrenburg
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Sixtyfive members of the Washington, D.C. Alumni Club attended their annual
spring banquet in March. The guest of honor, SIU President Warren W. Brandt
addressed the group, speaking on his impressions as the new president, current
happenings at the University and his plans for SIU's future.

Four Alumni Honored
Four SIU alumni will receive
Alumni Achievement Awards on
May 17. During the Alumni Day
festivities, William E. Williams '48
and William H. Cook ex '42 will re
ceive the award for professional
achievement. Dr. Martin Van Brown
'25 and Robert L. Gallegly '39 will
be honored for their service to SIU
and the Alumni Association.
Williams, who has been with the
Internal Revenue Service since 1948,
is now serving as Deputy Commis
sioner, the highestranking career
employee in the IRS and second in
command to the Commissioner. In
1971, Williams received the IRS
Commissioner's Award for his work
as District Director and for serving
as Regional Commissioner of the
IRS North Atlantic Region. Within
the IRS framework he has given
substantial amounts of time and
energy as the chairman of numerous
management task forces. He was, for
instance, a member of a highlevel
team of administrators charged with
conducting a fulldress survey of
IRS's organizational structure. Out
of this study has emerged a number
of significant modifications adopted
over the last six years. In his present
position, Williams works closely with
the Commissioner in directing the
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organization's 76,000 employees and
in administering the federal tax laws.
A judge on the threeman U.S.
Court of Military Appeals, the mili
tary's equivalent of the Supreme
Court, Cook has held various high
ranking positions in his law career.
He formerly served 11 years as coun
sel for the U.S. House of Representa
tives' Armed Services Commission,
associate counsel for Property and
Special Matters of the Bureau of
Naval Weapons and attorneyad
visor to the chairman of the Federal
Trade Commission. Through the
years, Cook has been an active mem
ber of the Washington, D.C. Area
Alumni Club, serving as a Board of
Directors member, secretarytrea
surer and president.
As a 12yearmember of the SIU
Board of Trustees and a past Alumni
Association Board of Directors mem
ber, Dr. Brown has served both the
University and the Association. He
has held several offices in the
Alumni Association, including vice
president and president. He was
active in starting the Alumni Family
Vacation Camp at Little Grassy,
which continued for 15 years. He has
dedicatedly supported his Alma
Mater through the years and his pro
fessional career was approached with
the same gusto. He served 24 years
as a Navy medical officer, retiring in

1954 with the rank of rear admiral.
He is a dermatologist, practicing in
the Carbondale area prior to his re
tirement. During his career he served
as President of the Jackson County
Medical Society.
Gallegly, former treasurer of the
SIU Board of Trustees, has been in
volved in the University's financial
affairs since he was an undergradu
ate, when he was a student worker
in the office of veteran business
manager, Edward V. Miles. Having
served SIU for 27 years, Gallegly has
held the positions of chief assistant,
business manager, treasurer and then
accepted the Board of Trustee post
in 1970 when it was created. He has
been of tremendous help to the As
sociation through the years for his
consulting assistance in the area of
finance and was also treasurer of the
SIU Foundation for 16 years.

Nominees Announced
William Kent Brandon '61 and
Willis Edward Coatney '55 have been
nominated as Alumni Board mem
ber candidates.
Madge Presley ex '42, who has be
come involved in the University
Community Ambassador program,
as a SIU representative to West
Frankfort, has elected not to be a
candidate.
Another board member whose
term is expiring, Paul Gill '59, M.S.
'61, is not eligible to renew his term.
The nominating committee will
also be presenting Paul G. Schoen
'67, Fred Huff ex '62 and Roger
Gray '64 for consideration of a sec
ond term, at the Legislative Council
meeting on Alumni Day, May 17.
Members of the nominating com
mittee are: Larry Jacober '62, M.S.
'65, Dr. William O'Brien '47 and Dr.
Keith Sanders '61, M.S. '62.
Election will be conducted at the
annual business meeting of the Legis
lative Council on May 17. Nomina
tions may be presented by delegates
of the Council.

DKAWMNl!
SPOUTS
"THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM" or Gymnastics,
Southern-Style. 1962 marks the year
that competitive women's gymnastics
was introduced at Southern Illinois
University. Now, 12 years and 10
National Championships later, the beat
goes on!
Herb Vogel, SIU's "Man of La Mancha,"
recently added the 1975 National AIAW
Collegiate Championship team title to a
list of honors which has already brought
him recognition as the only livingactive coach of women's gymnastics to
be inducted into the Citizen's Hall of
Fame.
The "Saluki" women gymnastis completed another undefeated dual match season,
posted the highest team score ever recorded by a collegiate team and successfully defended its 1974 National Collegiate title. The final 1975 results
found SIU's total of 107.35 the best
of the 46 team field of competition,
leaving the University of Massachusetts
with 105.50 in the runner-up position.
The twelfth year found freshman Lynn
Govin representing the United States
in South Africa while sophomore Sandi
Gross (on cover) wore the "Red, White
and Blue" colors of her country in
Germany. Then, when the Saluki "big
guns" faltered during the recent
National Collegiate Championship an
unheralded freshman from Chicago,
Denise Didier carried Southern to a
successful title defense.

Govin, Gross, and Didier, in recognition of thier championship effort were,
joined by Stephanie Stromer, named as
1975 Collegiate All Americans, expanding the SIU All American list to 28 different individuals who received All
American Honors during their tenure at
SIU.
Ginger Temple, a former All American

and honor student from Knoxville, Tenn.,
is the only Saluki scheduled for June
graduation—an indication that Gymnastics, Southern-Style will have to be
contended with in '76.
Other members of the 1975 National
Collegiate Championship team were: Pat
Hanlon, a junior from New York and sophomore All American, Diane Grayson from
Michigan.
Two freshmen, Beth Shepard and Laurie
Bremer were unable to compete due to
injuries.
"Admittedly," states Vogel, "even in
victory the armor picks up a few dents,
and the old sabre isn't quite as
straight as it used to be but 'The
Impossible Dream' is still one hellava
song." So for SIU's "Man of La Mancha"
it will be another title in '76...an
impossible dream? But, isn't that
the stuff dreams are made of?
SHOWING IMPROVEMENT in every meet,
Southern Illinois' young tennis squad
has passed the half-way mark in the
1975 season with a 9-8 record.
"The squad has played well," said
Saluki Coach Dick LeFevre as he looked
over the first 17 meets of the season.
"We have had a little inexperience in
the upper positions, but this is a
young squad with two juniors, three
sophomores and a freshman playing at
the top six spots."
The Saluki netters began the season
down south where they came up with a 3-4
record. Florida State, Florida Tech and
Ohio State fell to the Salukis during
their tour of the south.
Felix Ampon, who has been handling the
number one spot the entire year, is
followed by his brother Mel. Playing
together at number one doubles is M.
Ampon and Gary Staines, with F. Ampon
and Scott Kid at number two, and Kevin
Miller and Kip Hutchinson at the
final spot.
"Most of our meets have been quite
close even though we are playing a very
tough schedule," remarked LeFevre.
THE SCENE IS THE 1976 OLYMPICS at
Montreal. A young American athlete is
13

running the 1,500 meters in hopes of
winning the gold medal in the decathlon.
That young athlete could very well
be Bill Hancock, a current SIU senior
from the central Illinois hamlet of
Kingston Mines, Hancock is not that
far from being one of the three Americans competing in the decathlon at
Montreal.
The decathlon is a two-day competition with five events schedules each
day. The first day's slate includes
the 100 meters, the long jump, shot
put, high jump and 400 meters. The
second day concludes the competition
with the high hurdles, discus, pole
vault, javelin and 1,500 meters.
Needless to say, it is a grueling
event. It is the true test of one's
athletic ability,
Hancock proved he belongs with the
best in the world earlier this spring
by scoring 7,978 points (highest point
score in the world this year) to win
the Kansas Relays decathlon for the
second time in three years.
In the process he scored 4,209 on the
first day, which includes the high jump
and long jump, Hancock's premier events.
The 4,209 score is the fifth best
first day score in world history.
Hancock had the following results at
Kansas: 100 meters, :10.9; long jump,
24-9; shot put, 41-10; high jump, 6-11
3/4; 400 meters, :49.4; high hurdles,
:14.3; discus, 142-4; pole vault, 146; javelin, 181-0; 1,500 meters, 4:48.L
Entering the meet, Hancock had a
previous best score of 7,591. Why the
sudden improvement?
"I think marriage has had a positive
effect on me," Hancock explained. "I
got married in January and since then
I have been eating better and sleeping
more. I still have to improve my distance running and weight events, though,"
Saluki coach, Lew Hartzog, is more
than pleased (estatic is more the word)
at Hancock's progress. "We mapped a
pre-season plan for Bill to score
7,900 by the NCAA meet. He was shooting for 7,700 at Kansas," Hartzog said.
"Bill now has to be one of the favor14

ites at the NCAA decathlon, June 3-4,
at Brigham Young University," Hartzog
said. "Between now and then we will
work to improve Bill in his weak events."
That's not to say Hancock isn't busy
when he isn't entered in the decathlon.
The 6-2, 165-pounder has placed in as
many as seven events in a dual meet and
usually sees action in five events.
But it's the decathlon where Hancock
has drawn rave notices.
"Bill certainly has to be considered
one of the leading contenders for the
U.S. Olympic team in 1976," said Don
Steffans of Track and Field News.
"His first day is a solid one and
if he makes any improvement at all
on the second day, he will be one of
the great decathletes of all time."
Hancock is approaching that plateau.
The 8,000-point barrier is considered
along the same lines of the fourminute mile, the 70-foot shot put and
the 18-foot pole vault.
The Saluki senior was only four
seconds from reaching that mark with the
1,500 meters at Kansas and would have
had it had not he pole vaulted only
14-6, about a foot under usual.
Hancock is pointing for the NCAA meet
where he faces serious challenges from
a pair of Swedish performers, Runald
Bachmann and Raimo Pihl of Brigham
Young and Oregon junior Craig Brigham.
Bachmann is the defending NCAA champ,
while Pihl was the Texas Relays' champion with 7,943 points. Brigham has
already scored over 7,800 so it figures
to be a tight event.
Before entering the NCAA, Hancock
hopes to lead the Salukis to victory in
the Illinois Intercollegiates and the
Missouri Valley meets. With North Texas
having its best team ever, an improved
squad at Drake and a loaded distance
entry from the host, Wichita State club,
the Valley meet should be interesting.
Hancock figures to win the high
jump (where he holds the decathlon high
jump world record of 7-1) and score
high in the high jump, javelin,
discus and possibly the high hurdles.
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Mr. and Mrs. Julius H. Berk
bigler ( ESTHER E. BLACKWOOD , 2, '47,
M.S. '53) reside in Murphysboro. She
is retired from 37 years of teaching
physically handicapped children and
two years of teaching developmental
reading.
HERBERT B. DAVIS , 2, '26, is retired
from teaching English at Salem High
School for 45 years. He and his wife,
Pauline, have two daughters and make
Salem, their home.
Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM ALBERT
KEITH , 2, live in Kalamazoo, Mich.,
where he is retired from 30 years as
senior minister of the First Congrega
tional Church. He is now an interim
minister in several states, including
Hawaii.
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Peek ( PEARL
GLENN, 2) reside in Piasa, 111. She is
retired, but continues to do substitute
teaching in Macoupin County.
Mr. and Mrs. JAMES ALFRED PURDUE,
2, '36, make Aptos, Calif., their home.
He is retired after 20 years in the teach
ing field, most of them as an elementary
and high school principal. He also
worked for 27 years with the American
National Red Cross, and, most recently,
was director of the organization's office
of personnel for the Western Area in
San Francisco.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer R. Snyder
(LULU ELIZABETH OWEN , 2) reside in
Knoxville, Tenn. She is a retired junior
high school teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Wiese
(CLARA LOUISE DIEDRICH , 2) make
Jacksonville their home. She is a retired
school teacher.
1924

1926 Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Gaines
(NELLIE MAY CLARK, 2) live in Valley

Park, Mo. She is retired, having for
merly been employed as office manager
and bookkeeper for her husband's heat
ing and air conditioning company.
Mr. and Mrs. RUSSELL WEGER,
ex, ( CRYSTAL E. MCCARTY , ex '33)
who celebrated their 25th wedding an
niversary last June, make Mulberry
Grove their home. He is an agriculture
teacher at Vandalia Correctional Cen
ter, having taught at Benton, Nokomis,
Okawville and Mulberry Grove High
Schools. Mrs. Weger is employed as a
teacher's aide in Greenville.
1942

1943 Mr. and Mrs. HAROLD F. AR
BEITER , ex, reside in Appleton, Wise.,

where he is assistant vicepresident of
health insurance and claims services
with the Aid Association for Lutherans.

1949 HARRY L. CROWDER , M.S. '74, is
a guidance counselor for the Carrier
MillsStonefort school district. His wife,
the former JEAN MCDONALD '48, is a
social studies teacher at Carrier Mills
High School. They have two sons, Brad
and Brent, and reside in Carrier Mills.

Alumni,
here, there...

and make their home in Chester.
Mr. and Mrs. BERTIE MATTHEW
SMITH (RUTH EVA SMITH , ex '46) have
two children and live in Shepherdsville,
Ky. He is an English teacher at Bullitt
Central High School in Shepherdsville,
and she is a special reading teacher at
Roby Elementary. The Smiths have
both received their master's degrees
from Western Kentucky University.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Turner
(ERMA LOUISE DOUGLAS ) have five
children and live in Morris. She does
substitute teaching.
ROY K. WESHINSKEY is an assistant
professor of English at SIU and a mem
ber of the Carbondale Board of Educa
tion. He and his two children, Gwenna
and Kern, make Carbondale their
home.
ELEANOR WILSON is retired and living
in Sparta.

Mr. and Mrs. Warren F. Elliott '49,
(JACQUELINE CECILE ELLIOTT '49) live

in Concord, Tenn. She is an associate
professor of romance languages at the
University of Tennessee in Knoxville
and has written articles for various
publications. Active in many profes
sional and honorary associations, Mrs.
Elliott has presented addresses in her
homestate as well as Michigan, Ohio,
Florida, Georgia, Connecticut and Illi
nois. She is also listed in Who's Who in
American Women.
DELMER DWAIN LAUNIUS is voca
tional director of the Triad Community
Unit 2 school district in Jacob. He and
his wife, the former VIOLET GROENNERT
'52, and their three children, Steven,
Sherry and Gregory, live in Troy.
Launius was director of the Troy
Security Bank for 14 years.
ROBERT WILLIAM LICKISS is a sales
representative with Commerce Clearing
House, Inc., in Chicago. He and his wife,
Jennie, have six children and make
Marquette Heights their home.
Mr. and Mrs. EMMETT JOSEPH MOLL
have four children and reside in Mil
waukee, Wise. He is budget director
with the Milwaukee public schools.
Dr. and Mrs. C. A. RABEN have eight
children and make Russell, Kan., their
home. A graduate of St. Louis Univer
sity's School of Dentistry, Raben has a
private general practice in dentistry.
ELLIOTT EUGENE REIMAN, M.S. '50,
is a high school physics and math
teacher. His wife, SUSAN JANE REIMAN
'73, is a substitute teacher and a com
munity worker for a summer arts and
crafts program sponsored by the Uni
versity of Illinois. They have three
daughters, Melissa, Melanie and Mesha,

1950 Mr. and Mrs. JOHN T. DRAKE
(BOBBIE INGRAM '50) have two children,

Dan and Debbie, and make Carmel,
Ind., their home. He is selfemployed
with a business continuation planning
company.
WARREN M. STOOKEY , director of
alumni services at SIU at Edwardsville,
has been named a recipient of the Dis
tinguished Service Award of Alpha Phi
Omega, national service fraternity. A
member of the fraternity since 1948, he
has served APO on local, state and na
tional levels. Stookey and his wife,
Catherine, and their two sons, Matthew
and Mark, live in Wood River.
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT DEAN WALKER,
ex, ( HELEN JUDITH FILDES WALKER
'49) have two children and reside in
Urbana. She is a vocational home
economics teacher at Central High in
Champaign, and he is a natural re
sources specialist with the cooperative
agriculture extension at the University
of Illinois.
1953

DONALD A. DUFFY has been ap

pointed

vicepresident and executive
assistant
to
the
president of
the
Kaiser
Industries
Corp. in Oakland,
Calif. He returns to
the company's head
quarters after serv
ing as vicepresident
of Kaiser's eastern
region and manager
DUFFY
of its Washington,
D.C., office since 1973. Duffy joined the
public relations department of Kaiser
Industries in 1960.
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and their two sons, David and Jeff,
make St. Louis their home.
Mr. and Mrs. KEITH EUGENE LOVE-

Forty-Five Years of Scouting

KAMP

"Make someone happy. Make just
one someone happy." It's an old
song but has a message that many
would agree with. Though Mabel
Webb ex '47, started with one—
troop—one just wasn't enough. She
didn't stop until she reached 350
troops.
In May of 1930, Miss Webb who
had just started teaching in Benton,
111., "was looking for something to
put my time into," she recalled.
A Girl Scout troop had recently
been formed to occupy the leisure
time of some of the girls in the com
munity. At twenty years old, she was
too old to join as a scout, however,
Miss Webb became one of the
leaders of that first area troop of
more than 40 members. When it
came time to split the troop, she be
came the leader of the second.
When several troops had organ
ized, Miss Webb helped set up a Girl
Scout Council. She traded in her

MABEL WEBB

The following years saw new coun
cils formed; a fund raising drive, led
by Miss Webb, to develop a 250
acre Girl Scout Camp at the Little

troop leader hat for that of a camp
director and trainer for the council.

Grassy Lake; the competion of those

1945 marked a turning point in
Miss Webb's scouting. It was then

programs—scouting thrive.
Now, at 65, she faces selfimposed

that she ended her teaching career

retirement. It's time for a change,
according to Miss Webb, it's time for
someone else to take over. But for

with the commitment to donate all
of her time to Girl Scouting. She be
came executive director of the new
association.
1958 RONALD RIEGEL, M.S. '62, is as
sistant superintendent of the Belleville
public elementary school system. He
was a principal at DuQuoin and later
served as curriculum coordinator at
SIU's University School in 1964, before
going to Belleville. His wife is JUNE
BLACKARD RIEGEL '66.
1960 Mr. and Mrs. EUGENE DALE
DILL, C. Spec. '68, and their two sons,

Gregory and Timothy, reside in Newton.
He is principal of several schools in the
Jasper County school district.
BEN S. FLETCHER, M.S. '61, has been
appointed assistant superintendent of a
school system in southern Illinois. He
was previously principal at Central
Junior High School in Steger, where he
16

campgrounds;

more

troops;

more

45 years she gave her time to "a
cause, a worthy cause"—to others.
served since 1966. A member and past
president of the South Suburban Junior
High Principals Association, he was
principal of an elementary school in
DuQuoin from 1962-1966, and also
taught in that district for two years.
Fletcher, his wife, Judy, and their son,
Scott, make Steger their home.
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT EUGENE SINCLAIR (ELLEN FINLEY MAGOON '59) and
their four children, Steve, Don, Jamie
and David, live in Springfield, Va. Sin
clair is a scientific staff assistant with
the Defense Mapping Agency Hydro
graphic Center in Washington, D.C.
1961 RONALD D. JACOBER has been
awarded SIU's "Journalism Alumnus
Award" for 1975. He and his wife, Lois,

(DONNA JEAN MAN APACE '57)

reside in Stuarts Draft, Va. He recently
accepted a position as controller with
the Wayne Manufacturing Co. The
Lovekamps are located in the Shenan
doah Valley, south of Waynesboro, Va.,
and invite all friends and alums from
SIU to visit if they are in their area.
RONALD A. NIEMANN, state's attorney
of Marion County, was recently elected
president of the Illinois State's Attorneys
Association. He resides with his wife,
Patti, and two children, Marti and
Elizabeth, in Salem. Niemann received
his juris doctorate degree in 1965 from
the University of Mississippi.
Major THOMAS E. NORRIS is an as
sistant operations officer for the 12th
Operations Squadron at Randolph AFB
in San Antonio, Tex. A member of the
Air Training Command, he was pre
viously assigned at Scott AFB.
Dr. and Mrs. STEVEN L. STROUP,
M.D., (J UDITH BRAMLET STROUP '61)
and their three children, Greg, Julie and
Mike, make Nashville, Tenn., their
home. Having recently completed his
two years of service in the Air Force,
he is now head of the radiation therapy
departments at Vanderbilt and St.
Thomas, a new 500 bed private hospital.
1962 Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie E. Gard
ner (JUDITH H. PETERSON) and their
two children, Dale and Elizabeth, live
in Falls Church, Va.
1963 MARY H. OALNEDER, M.A., is a
map librarian at the University of Wis
consin in Madison, Wise., where she
resides.
FRANK X. FIEILIGEN STEIN has or
ganized a business called "MetroEast
Municipal Services and Illinois Codifi
cation Services," which is designed to
write and codify all laws of a munici
pality and publish them in book form.
The business also work with municipali
ties on rate studies, special census and
administrative revamping; since its in
ception in 1971, over 45 cities, villages
and counties have utilized its services.
Heiligenstein was elected at the age of
21 to the Freeburg City Council and
continued to serve for eight years. He
and his wife, Georgia, and their two
children, Gina and Frank, II, make
Freeburg their home.
1964 THOMAS H. SCHMITZ, M.A. '66,
has been appointed director of regula

tory affairs with
Travenol Laborator
ies
in
Morton
Grove. Travenol is
the principal operat
ing subsidiary of
Baxter Laboratories,
which manufactures
anc * m a r ^ e t s a '' n e
of products in the
SCHMITZ
hospital and health
fields around the world. With the com
pany for five years, Schmitz last served
as manager of biostatistical services. He
and his wife, EILEEN KLEINSCHMIDT
SCHMITZ '65, M.S. '66, and their daugh
ter reside in Lake Bluff.

*

^ I

ERIC J. FEIOCK is a claims ad
juster with Mclntyre & Horton, Inc.
Jeffersonville, Ind., is his home.
Mr. and Mrs. BERNARD P. KAMINSKI
and their two children, Bernie and Brad,
make Dolton their home. Kaminski is a
claim superintendent with State Farm
Insurance.
CHARLES W. KRUKEWITT , M.S. '66,
is a forester with the U.S. Forest Serv
ice. He and his wife, Carol, and their
two children, Jamie and Jodi, make
Isabella, Minn., their home.
DENNIS E. SUPERCZYNSKI is a fi
nancial analyst with Rockwell Interna
tional. He and his wife, Janet, and their
three children, Brian, Kimberly and
Susan, live in Downers Grove.
1965

1966 MARLIN J. BAIR is a junior high
school teacher in the East St. Louis
school district. He and his wife, Nancy,
and their two daughters, Bethany, and
oneyearold Kimberly, make Belleville
their home.
Mr. and Mrs. RONALD J. GIACONE
(ANNA MARIE MAYESKI '68) live in
Benton with their three children, Gina,
Jimmy and Jennifer Kay, born January
2. He is an attorney and also public de
fender of Franklin County.
RICHARD P. HUDSON , a former bank
examiner for the Comptroller of the
Currency for the federal government,
has joined the City National Bank of
Murphysboro as auditor. He and his
wife, the former ANN BROWN TIERNEY
'68, make Murphysboro their home.
GARY L. LINDSAY has been promoted
to market manager for food ingredients,
with the Monsanto Co.'s world head
quarters in St. Louis. He was previously
a sales representative for the company
in Chicago. He and his wife, Ann, and
their son, Matthew, live in the St. Louis
area.

1967

(JANIS LYNN MURPHY, M .S. '74) live

OLIVER W. CUMMINGS , M .S. '69,
Ph.D. '72, is coordinator for measure
ment and guidance with the Houghton
Mifflin Co. Glendale Heights is his
home.
THOMAS J. STEWART , M .S. '70, is
business manager for Belleville Grade
School District 118. He is currently
working on his doctorate in school ad
ministration at SIU.
JEFF F. TROXLER received his master's
degree in music from the University of
Iowa in December.

in Carbondale. She
is a special educa
tion teacher at the
TriCounty Special
Education Center in
and
Murphysboro
was elected director
of Region VI of the
Illinois Council for
Exceptional
Chil
MURPHY
dren at the annual
fall convention in Chicago.
VAL D. PRITCHETT , VTI, was re
cently promoted to analyst in the tele
processing systems department of the
State Farm Mutual Automobile In
surance Co. in Bloomington. He joined
the company in 1970 as an electronic
data processing specialist II. Prtichett
and his wife, Janice, reside in Normal.
Mr. and Mrs. CHARLES E. SANDBERG,
M.S. '71, and their two sons, Robert
and Daniel, who was born January 24,
make Rochester, Minn., their home.
Sandberg is public health educator for
Olmsted County.
JERRY DAVID SCHRUM , M .S., Ph .D.
'72, is employed at the Southwest
Indiana Mental Health Center. He and
his wife, LYNNE M. SCHRUM '68, and
their two children, Marcy and Kelly,
live in Evansville, Ind.
KERRY G. STIMAN, M.MUS . '71, has
been assigned to Randolph AFB in San
Antonio, Tex., from Vance AFB, Okla.
A first lieutenant, he is an instructor
pilot with the 559th Flying Training
Squadron, a unit of the Air Training
Command. Stiman and his wife, ROBYN
ELAINE STIMAN '72, have one daughter,
Sasha.

1969 ROBERT S. BLOEMKER is a sales
representative with Investors Diversified
Services. He and his wife, the former
BETTE HASSLER '68, and their two
daughters, Melissa and ninemonthold
Megan, reside in Dixon.
ROBERT HENRY FENTON is stationed
at Brooks AFB in San Antonio, Tex.,
where he received his master of arts
degree in biology from Incarnate Word
College last year.
LYNN KLINEFELTER , VTI, has been
promoted to the rank of first lieutenant
while serving at the Marine Corps Air
Station at Cherry Point, N.C. He is now
stationed at the air station with Marine
Attack Training Squadron 203.
WILLIAM A. MORGENSEN is employed
in production planning with Jones &
Laughlin Steel, Inc. He and his wife,
Kathryn, live in McNabb.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A. Murphy

1970 GARY APPEL , M.S., is president
of Triple AAA Ranch, Inc. He and his
wife, Marilyn, reside in Enfield.
Mr. and Mrs. JOHN WILLIAM
BEHRENS and their son, Michael Robert,
born October 19, make Des Plaines
their home. Having received his masters
degree in transportation from the Trans
portation Center at Northwestern Uni
versity in Evanston last June, he is em
ployed as a transportation planner with
the Chicago Area Transportation Study.
ROD LINDER , former Centralia and
SIU basketball player, is an assistant
basketball coach and head golf coach at
Wabash Valley College in Mt. Carmel.
A former area coal company employee,
he is also teaching a course in coal min
ing at the college.
RICHARD D. MCCREARY, JR., M .Mus.,
received his doctorate of music degree
last summer from the University of

Mr. and Mrs. EDWARD E. CURTIS,
III ( CASSIE SUSAN SAFFA '66) live in
Mt. Vernon, where he is selfemployed
as president of the Curtis Manufacturing
Co.
Capt. STEPHEN D. EBBS is a missile
combat crew member at Malmstrom
AFB, Mont., having graduated from the
Strategic Air Command's missile com
bat crew operational readiness training
course at Vandenberg, AFB in Lompoc,
Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. PAUL W. JONES
(JANICE FAYE JONES '67) reside in
Murphysboro. He has been promoted
from auditor to head of the data proc
essing department of the City National
Bank of Murphysboro. He joined the
bank as auditor in 1971.
FLOYD L. LEACH has joined the Will
mington District of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers in Willmington,
N.C., as chief forester. He will work at
the John H. Kerr Reservoir, a 119,000
acre manmade impoundment on the
VirginiaNorth Carolina border. The
Leaches and their two children make
South Hill, Va., their home.
1968
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Iowa. He and his wife, BARBARA JEAN
PEARSON MCCREARY, M.A. '71, live in
Hazelcrest.
JOHN P. ADRAGNA and his wife,
Verena, make Ballwin, Mo., their home.
He received his master of arts in urban
affairs last semester from St. Louis
University.
Mr. and Mrs. FRED PFEIFER (ANNA
G. BRANDELIK '12) live in Wheeling. He
is an administrative coordinator for the
Universal Oil Products Co.'s Shadow
Racing Team in Des Plaines. Respon
sible for all press releases, press confer
ences, customer entertainment and
office management duties, as well as
public
relations and
photography,
Pfeifer, in his new position, will cover
the European Grand Prix circuit and the
CanadianAmerican Challenge Cup cir
cuit. Prior to joining UOP, he was
senior editor of The National Provisioner, a weekly magazine concerned
with the meat industry, and, most re
cently, he was associate editor of Home
Center magazine.
Mr. and Mrs. CARLTON F. PROUTY
reside in Northfield. He is a silver
broker with the J. Aron Co. of the Chi
cago Board of Trade.
MAURICE LEON RHODEN is an equal
Employment Opportunity specialist with
the Veterans Administration. His wife,
the former SUZANNE FOERTSCH '71, is a
personal secretary to Indiana Congress
man Rober Zion. The Rhodens live in
Reston, Va.
Mr. and Mrs. William Frank Sepper,
Jr. ( MARJORIE KROLL SEPPER ) make
Hometown their home.
JEFFREY EUGENE WHITE, M.A., lives
in Oakland, Calif., where he is a com
pensation and benefits representative
with Kaiser Engineers.
1971

1972 LARRY D. BAILEY is a graduate
student in accounting at the University
of Pennsylvania. Washington, D.C., is
his home.
First Lt. RICHARD E. CUMMINGS,
VTI, '72, has received the Air Medal
at Clark AFB in Angeles, Philippines.
He serves at Clark with the 7th Air
borne Command and Control Squadron,
a unit of the Pacific Air Forces. A pilot,
Cummings previously was assigned at
Korat Royal Thai AFB in Thailand and
was cited for his outstanding duty per
formance in aerial flight in support of
the U.S. effort in Southeast Asia.
Second Lt. NEAL DAUGHERTY is sta
tioned at K. I. Sawyer AFB in Gwinn,
Mich., as a pilot with the 46th Air Re
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fueling Squadron. He was previously
assigned at Reese AFB in Texas.
RALPH EDWARD DAVIS is a district
sales manager of consumer products
with the Monsanto Co. He lives in
Denver, Colo., and his territory includes
the mountain states.
Marine Gunnery Sergeant RONAL W.
FOSTER has been promoted to his pres
ent rank while serving with the U.S.
Marine Corps Band in Washington, D.C.
STEPHEN FRANK GEIST resides in
Aurora and is the sole proprietor of the
Happy Trails Sub Sandwich Shop.
HARRIET KANDELMAN produces and
directs a weekly syndicated public serv
ice program, "Focus:
Northwest,"
broadcast by six Chicago area radio sta
tions. She has created more than 70 of
these programs since she joined the
College Relations staff at William
Rainey Flarper College in 1973. A resi
dent of Des Plaines, Miss Kandelman
has sold radio time, produced and di
rected radio and television programs,
and worked in TV production and in
stitutional public relations.
CHARLES MICHAEL KI.EIN was named
first place winner in the best sports
writing category of
the 1974 Suburban
Newspapers
of
America
Editorial
Contest. Written for
Publica
Paddock
tions in Arlington
Heights, his winning
fivepart series de
picted the life and
KLEIN
death of SIU gym
nast, Gary Morava, who died in Feb
ruary of 1974. Klein was a Daily
Egyptian staff reporter during his under
graduate years at SIU.
ROBERT F. OLDANI has been promoted
to project engineer in research and de
velopment with the Firestone Steel
Products Co., a division of the Fire
stone Tire & Rubber Co. His wife,
PAULA ABSHER OLDANI '72, is a student
at the University of Akron, working on
her second bachelor's degree in graphic
design. They live in Cuyahoga Falls,
Oh.
Mr. and Mrs. GEOFFREY EDWARD
SAINTY , Ph.D., and their four daughters,
Wendy, Kathryn, Barbara and Susan,
make St. John's Newfoundland, their
home. He is director of vocational edu
cation at Memorial University at New
foundland.
1973 Navy Ensign DALE E. BITTNER,
VTI, '73, was recently designated a

naval aviator and
received his "Wings
of Gold" during
ceremonies at the
Naval Air Station
in Corpus Christi,
Tex. Having com
pleted more than a
year of intensive
ground and inflight
BITTNER
instruction, he is
now assigned to specialized advanced
training.
DENNIS D. CLANCY has completed
Peace Corps training for Guatemala,
where he will serve for two years as an
agriculture volunteer. Villa Ridge is his
home.
Marine First Lt. JAMES A. COOK was
promoted to his present rank while
serving with the Third Battalion, Sec
ond Marine Regiment Landing Team
on deployment in the Caribbean.
Mr. and Mrs. CHARLES DEWITT
DUNN ,
Ph .D.,
(DONNA
PARSONS
DUNN , M.S. '73) and their daughter,
Aimee, reside in Monticello, Ark. He is
an assistant professor of political
science at the University of Arkansas,
and she was recently employed as the
first woman sanitarian in Arkansas by
the state's Department of Health.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Gregory
(DOREEN A. OSMOND ) reside in Monti
cello. She is an interior designer for
health care centers and hospitals.
GERALD BERNARD LEDDIN makes Chi
cago his home.
GEORGE M. BUGEL has been pro
moted to branch office supervisor with
the A. B. Dick Co. He was transferred
from Chicago to the company's branch
in Beaumont, Tex., where he now
resides.
RAY D. ELLIOTT , M.S., has edited,
written the introduction to, and acted
as agent of For
One Sweet Grape,
recently published
by Playboy Press,
Inc. Having met
and worked with
Kenneth Paul Rog
ers while employed
as a counselor at the
Menard branch of
ELLIOTT
the Illinois peni
tentiary system, Elliott complied the
memoir of Rogers, a convicted rapist
murderer, in this book. He is presently
the journalism teacher and sponsor of
the student newspaper at Oak Lawn
Community High School.
1974

Marriages
Tinny B. Jones to RONALD P. DAVIS
'71, Jackson, Miss., December 21, 1974.
DEBORAH A. DOUGLAS '72 to JAMES
M. FRIIS '72, Woodridge, July 7, 1974.
Elizabeth Roush, Paris, to CHARLES
ALLEN HARRIS '73, Rockford, June 15,
1974.
VIOLA RUTH DICKELSON '74, Chi
cago, to Dennis Joyner, Decatur, Feb
ruary 15.
Marguerite Mary Kirchner, Pitts
field, Mass., to TIMOTHY F. KIRBY '72,
Dalton, Mass., June 16, 1974.
SUZANNE M. FEINBERG '72, Bethpage,
N.Y., to Russell K. Liederman, March
23.
Paula Alder; Dallas, Tex., to JAMES
ALLEN MACROGLOU '72, Aliquippa, Pa.,
October 5, 1974.
Judith Macuk, Peoria, to GERALD P.
MALONEY '73, Metamora, August 3,
1974.
LINDA BETH DENSCH '73, Harrisburg,
to TIMOTHY J. MITACEK '73, Elmhurst,
June 22, 1974.
Laura Elaine Lambka, Naperville, to
HAROLD J. MONTECINOS '73, Glen Ellyn,
August 17, 1974.
Wanda C. Fisher to EDWARD PAUL
MOOERS, JR. '71, Charlotte, N.C., June
8, 1974.
Yadidla Coromoto Rodriguez to
NESTOR
LIVIO MUNOZ, M.S. '72,
Merida, Venezuela, December 14, 1974.
Marian Birren, Hillside, to BRUCE O.
NELSON '69, Hinsdale, September 18,
1974.
KAY KESLER '73, Wausau, Wise., to
FREDERICK W. PRASSAS '73, Evanston,
December 28, 1974.
LINDA BALLOU BICKELHAUPT '64,
Huntington Beach, Calif., to David
Rockford, Westminster, Calif., February
23.
Deborah Clark, Murphysboro, to
WAYNE D. RUBACH '71, Percy, August
3, 1974.
TERESA ANNE WAGNER '74, Clinton,
to DAVID MICHAEL SIME '73, West Chi
cago, March 1.
Carol Ann Schalk to DAVID LEE
STEWART '73, Glenview, October 4,
1974.
KATHLEEN A. MCGUIGAN '71, Win
netka, to Patrick M. Sweeney, Arling
ton Heights, October 12, 1974.
PATRICIA FRANCES KUHAJDA '69, M.S.
'70, Salem, to RUSSELL L. WHITE '67,
Petersburg, June 29, 1974.
MARY K. BENNYHOFF '73, Oklahoma
City, Okla., to STEVEN R. WILDER '73,
Spokane, Wash., January 25.

Janice Stroud, Morton, to JOHN J.
WOHLWEND '72, Bloomington, July 6,
1974.

Villa Ridge, died October 28, 1974. She
was a former high school teacher in
Carrier Mills.

Births

1925 Mrs. James F. Kerrens (LUCINDA
REBECCA JONES, 2), of Chicago, died
April 14, 1974. A former employee of
the Municipal Tuberculosis Sanitarium
in Murphysboro, she also taught school
in Metropolis. Mrs. Kerrens is survived
by her husband.

To Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Drexler
(I. MARIE LOUCKS '59, M.S. '60), East
Moline, a daughter, Pamela Jane, born
August 28.
To Mr. and Mrs. CHARLES T. MC
FARLIN, JR. '72 (ANN SHEPARD '70),
Hillsboro, a son, Charles T., ILL, born
November 9.
To Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM FRANCIS
MCNAMARA, JR. '71, Latham, NY., a
son, Jeffrey William, born May 26.
To Mr. and Mrs. STEPHEN R. MAYES
'73, Peoria, a daughter, Amie Marie,
born November 30.
To Mr. and Mrs. Jack D. Parcel
(JUDITH L. FLOWERS '68), Waukegan,
a daughter, Rachelle Lynn, born July
21.
To Mr. and Mrs. Bruce P. Radue
(MARY ANN HOKE '69), Waterloo, la.,
a daughter, Anne Marie Louise, born
October 10.
To Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM E. REIDY
'74 (PATRICIA J. REIDY, M.S. '74), Villa
Park, a daughter, Katharine Eileen, born
November 6.
To Mr. and Mrs. James D. Richerson
(VIRGINIA LEE RICHERSON '74), Carrier
Mills, a daughter, TriciaLee, born June
9.
To Major and Mrs. John M. William
son (ANN B. LEWIS '65), Omaha, Neb.,
a daughter, Susan Jane, born November
17.
To Mr. and Mrs. TERRY CLAYTON
WOODARD '72, Willow Grove, a son,
Timothy Clayton, born December 4.

Deaths
1911 Mrs. Benjamin F. Bills (MAR
GUERITE HANFORD, 2), of Glenview,
died January 7. A former SIU faculty
member, she also attended Radcliffe
College and Harvard University, where
she received her masters degree in edu
cation in 1920. Surviving Mrs. Bills are
her husband, a daughter, a brother, A.
CHESTER HANFORD '09, and two grand
daughters.
1918 Mr. JAY E. FIINCHCLIFFE, JR., 2,
of O'Fallon, died October 18, 1974. He
served as superintendent of schools in
Marissa and O'Fallon. Mr. Hinchcliffe
is survived by his wife, Mae, two daugh
ters and a son.
1924

Miss MARY MATHIS, 2, '29, of

1926 Mrs. Lora Tibbetts (LORA GRACE
TEEL, 2, '28), of New York, N.Y., died
September 25, 1973. A former ele
mnetary teacher in Carbondale, she was
also previously employed in the research
department of Columbia University in
New York. Preceded in death by her
husband, Vinal, Mrs. Tibbetts is sur
vived by her sister, Elizabeth.
1928 Dr. CARROLL E. BOYLES, D.D.S.,
ex, of DuQuoin, died August 15, 1974.
He was retired from his dental practice
in DuQuoin. Dr. Boyles is survived by
his wife, the former ELSIE HALL, ex '39,
and a son.
RET FAC GLENN C. BAINUM died
October 4, 1974 in Evanston. He served
as head of SIU's music department from
1914 until 1923, and composed the
school song used during those years. Mr.
Bainum retired in 1953 from North
western University, where he was di
rector of bands since 1926. He went to
NU from Grand Rapids, Mich., where
he was director of music for the public
schools.
RET FAC Mr. GEORGE S. COUNTS,
of Belleville, died November 10, 1974
in Belleville Memorial Hospital. A for
mer visiting professor at SIU, he was
generally regarded as the leading
authority in the United States on Soviet
education. Mr. Counts joined the SIU
faculty in 1962 after a long career as a
professor of education at Columbia Uni
versity. He had previously taught at
Yale University and the University of
Chicago, and was also a visiting pro
fessor at the University of Pittsburgh
and Michigan State University. The
author of 30 books, Mr. Counts won
Columbia
University's Distinguished
Service Medal in 1954 and the 1967
Award for Distinguished Lifetime Serv
ice in Education in the Spirit of John
Dewey from the John Dewey Society.
Upon retirement in 1971, he was
awarded a Doctor of Humane Letters by
SIU. Survivors include his wife, Lois, a
daughter, two brothers, a sister and two
grandchildren.
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CSXH-338

Custom Designed Rings for
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY ALUMNI
Now available in Siladium—a John Roberts exclusive. Siladium is the result of a three
year development program to produce a better than gold ring at a lower than gold price.
Siladium looks just like white gold, but is stronger and will not tarnish.
TRADITIONAL OVAL RING
ALL STONES AVAILABLE
STYLE: LC $78.00 (GOLD)

$117.50

MODERN LADIES' RING
ALL STONES AVAILABLE
5POINT DIAMOND $22.00 EXTRA
STYLE: CSXH338 $50.50 (GOLD) $69.00
ELEGANT DINNER RING
ALL STONES AVAILABLE
GRAD. YEAR & DEGREE ON SIDES
STYLE: FSCB675 $55.50 (GOLD) $82.50

Return Orders to:
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
S. I. U.
CARBONDALE, ILL. 62901
Created by John Roberts, Inc.

(ALL SALES—ADD 5% TAX)

NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
RING WILL SHIP
DIRECTLY TO YOU C.O.D.
Stone choice: Garnet, Ultralite, Aquamarine,
White Spinel, Emerald, Alexandrite, Ruby,
Peridot, Blue Spinel, Tourmaline, Topaz, Blue
Zircon, Black Onyx, Tangerine, Fireblue Spinel.
GREEK LETTERS AND S.I.U. INLAY
AVAILABLE ON TOP OF STONE
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CITY

FINGER SIZE

STATE

GRAD. YEAR

DEGREE

INITIALS

STYLE

• gold
[""I s i l a d i u m

STONE SELECTION
SMOOTH
Signature

SIU Merchandise Center
S DIGITAL
THERMOMETERS

SIU PLAYING CARDS
Handsome SIU playing cards feature the finest
patented Redi Slip plasticized finish which resists
wear and can be wiped clean with a damp cloth.
One deck backed in white and gold, the other in
maroon, white and gold—both with the SIU seal
in gold. With an extra joker for canasta in each
deck, they're packed in a twintuck gold carton
and mailing case. The perfect gift and only $3 a
set. Illinois residents add 5% sales tax.

'A unique memento of SIU, the digital room'
thermometer is a handsome accessory that sets off
home or office. Liquid crystals display tempera
tures in precise colors through the spectrum from
violet to gold, 66 degrees to 84 degrees F. Solid
walnut base coordinates with temperature color
band and the SIU seal. To personalize this unique
souvenir, a custom nameplate may also be added.
The 8" long EXECUTIVE is $9.95. Each en
graved nameplate is $2.50. When ordering name
plates for EXECUTIVE units, please specify
name desired and class year. The EXECUTIVE
is something you'll keep for years to come. Illi
nois residents, include 5% sales tax.

SOMETHING NEW
Just the thing for your office, home or den. An
attractive, personalized, walnutframed shadow
box wall plaque, fi'/V x
It has a Saluki
maroon velour background with a white metal
silver finish, deeply etched with raised letters. An
ideal gift for yourself, spouse, friend or relative,
$20.75 including tax and shipping. If both hus
band and wife are alumni, the second name and
year(s) may be added for $1.00. Allow two weeks
for production. Send to: SIU Alumni Office,
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL 62901
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LICENSE PLATE FRAMES
All new, custommade license plate frames are
now available for you. These sturdy frames are
beautifully styled, tool and die cast, triple chrome
plated and finished in brilliant SIU colors. Now
instead of carrying a free plug for some auto
dealer, you can show you're an SIU constituent
and Saluki backer and promote Southern Illinois
as well! The price of only $5 a pair includes
handling charges, packaging, postage and tax.

FOR THE SIU
GRADUATE
WHO HAS
EVERYTHING
(NEARLY)

SIU GLASSES

SIU TSHIRTS

Here's a couple of conversation pieces with prac
ticality that's exclusively ours! A 12'/2 oz. set of
eight glasses with chip resistant rims, weighted
bottoms and baked on crest and lettering. Or,
for the not so thirsty, a IVi oz. set of eight
glasses with the same features as the larger ones.
Both styles are safe for use in automatic dish
washers. Packed for safe shipping in cartons of
eight. Buy either the large or the small for only
$6.50. This price includes handling charges, pack
aging, postage and tax.

Adults and children alike will love these easygoing
cotton knits in the SIU colors with SIU imprint
—and you'll love the price. Available in chil
dren's (C) sizes M, L and adult's (A) sizes
S, M, L, XL.
Maroon with white letters (5 1 $3.00
White with maroon letters @ $3.00
Maroon with white letters, edging @ $3.25
White with maroon letters, edging @ $3.25
Price includes tax, postage and handling.

mm

Have your coveted SIU degree(s) reproduced on
a handsome silver satin finish metal plate mounted
on an 8x10 walnut base. This plaque will make
your degree the envy of every visitor, relative
and colleague. It will enhance an office, home or
den and fits any decor. Just send your diploma(s),
other certificate, document or license with a
check or money order, and your plaque and un
harmed document(s) will be returned to you post
paid. Please allow two weeks for reproduction.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Another service of your
Alumni Association. Mail diploma with $24.95
check and your name and address direct to: As
sociates Engraving Company, Inc., 2731 N. 31st
St., Box 3606, Springfield, IL 62708. Shipped
postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.

SIU SWEATSHIRTS
SIU MUGS
Another new item available through the Associa
tion—a 17 oz. set of four glass mugs. These
too have the chip resistant rims, weighted bottoms
and baked on crest and lettering. Safe for use in
automatic dishwashers. Packed for safe shipping in
cartons of four. The price of only $7.25 includes
handling charges, packaging, postage and tax.

Now you can also purchase sweatshirts with SIU
imprint and colors through your Alumni Associa
tion. These longsleeved easytocarefor cotton
and polyester sweatshirts may be machine washed
and tumble dried. Available in children's (C)
sizes M, L ($5.50) and adult's (A) S, M, L,
XL ($5.95). Be sure to state maroon with white
letters or white with maroon letters. Price in
cludes handling charges, packaging, postage and
tax.

Quan.

Item

Size

Send to:
SIU Alumni Office
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, 111. 62901
Name
Address
City

State

Make checks payable to the SIU Alumni Association

Zip.

TOTAL

Price

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
May 17—Alumni Day and Commencement: 1:30 P.M. ceremony for graduates AK,
5:30 P.M. ceremony for graduates LZ, SIU Arena
June 1—Egyptian Cup Regatta: Crab Orchard Lake
June 1723—Mitchell Gallery: Lisa Williamson: Painting and Fabrics; Earl Moor
head: Sculpture, Home Economics Building
T
June 27 July 3—Mitchell Gallery: Ken Salins: Drawing and Painting, Home Eco
nomics Building
July 4—Lions Club Fireworks Display, SIU Arena
July 46—Summer Playhouse '75: Play, "Arsenic and Old Lace," 8 P.M., University
Theatre, Communications Building
July 1113, 1820—Summer Playhouse '75: Play, "The King and I," 8 P.M., Univer
sity Theatre, Communications Building
July 2225—Mitchell Gallery: Ann Lawson: Ceramics and Su Rudolph: Printmak
ing, Home Economics Building
Aug. 13—Summer Playhouse '75: Play, "Sugar," 8 P.M., University Theatre, Com
munications Building
Aug. 8—Commencement: 2:00 P.M., SIU Arena

